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by Hank Bohanon
Once upon a time, I was working with a high school
team that was implementing school-wide positive
behavior support (PBS). One of the team members
was in tears as they reviewed their action plan.
When I asked the group what was wrong, they
shared that their administrator was not supportive of
the PBS approach. She (the administrator) did not
believe in the overall philosophy of taking a more
proactive, positive approach. She also was actively
finding ways to prevent the committees’ efforts. Her
resistance strategies included not providing
financial resources or time for professional
development. The team was devastated!
My advice to the team at the time was to focus on
starting with a small pilot of schoolwide PBS with a
specific grade level, summer school cohort, or
department. I hoped that by creating local evidence
that the approach might work could help the
administrator see the value of the plan (see this










































My other recommendation was to wait for the
principal to retire if my first recommendation
did not work…Thankfully, there has been more
research since that time on how to obtain buy-
in from administrators to implement schoolwide
efforts.
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Kent McIntosh and his colleagues developed an
excellent study that included insights into how to
obtain administrator’s support for schoolwide
efforts. The following are three scenarios you might
face based on their study:
ADMINISTRATOR DISAGREES WITH THE
APPROACH
As in the example I provided above, sometimes
administrators may have a misunderstanding of the
intent of the schoolwide intervention. For example,
an administrator might think that implementing PBS
means that teachers should never correct students,
or should just hand out cookies.
ADMINISTRATOR SEES THE STAFF AS
UNSUPPORTIVE
In other cases, the administration might know the









































concerned that the staff is not supportive. In some
instances, staff resistance could be due to
philosophical differences, a lack of resources, or the
way the intervention was initially introduced to the
community.
ADMINISTRATOR DOES NOT PROVIDE
STAFF WITH TIME TO SUPPORT THE
INITIATIVE
Perhaps the administrator loves the idea of
implementing a schoolwide approach, like social
and emotional learning. However, staff and
leadership team members may not be provided with
time to plan and execute the approach outside of
their daily responsibilities. During my early
research, I came across perhaps an 11th and
unwritten commandment, “Thou will not add one
more thing to our plate.”
The following infographic matches these concerns
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There is undoubtedly more to developing
administrative support for an initiative. My point
here is that administrative support is a critical
system component. The strategies recommended
here may be one way to build support for your
efforts.
We recommend reading Kent’s article for more
information on this topic. Additionally, for more
details on how administrative support works within a
systemic, schoolwide intervention, check out our
new book Implementing Systematic Interventions: A
Guide for Secondary School Teams from Routledge
Press.
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I would love to hear your thoughts about how you
have developed administrative support and secured
buy-in. Please leave a comment below about your
experience or recommendations.
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